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Abstract: Evaluation of Clinical Pharmacy Impact on Multiple Internal Medicine Teams 

Utilizing Alternative Rounding Strategies 

PA Nguyen
1
,NL McMaster-Baxter

1
, R Aparasu

2
, TM Gossai

1
, JM Fernandez

2  

Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center
1 

and University of Houston College of Pharmacy
2
 

 

Purpose: Many studies have demonstrated the positive impact of clinical pharmacist 

interventions on internal medicine teams. At the Michael E. DeBakey Veterans Affairs Medical 

Center (MEDVAMC), the inpatient clinical pharmacy section has a total of five internal 

medicine (IM) clinical pharmacy specialists (CPSs) allotted for ten IM teams. Challenges were 

identified in meeting the needs of both assigned teams (e.g. rounding and medication 

reconciliation). Various methods were proposed including alternative rounding model.  There are 

limited studies investigating different rounding models to accommodate multiple teams per 

pharmacist. 

 

Objective: To determine the effectiveness of alternative rounding strategies to maximize the 

impact of patient-care focused pharmacists on multiple medicine teams. The primary outcome is 

to compare the number of interventions and number of patients followed by the pharmacists 

between the two different rounding strategies. Secondary outcomes are to evaluate the change in 

length of stay and 30 – day readmissions and to compare the types of interventions and cost 

savings between the two different rounding strategies. 

 

Methods:  This is a randomized retrospective cross-over study, evaluating alternative rounding 

strategies at a single institution from June to September 2014. This study was approved by the 
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Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center, Baylor College of Medicine Investigational Review 

Boards, and University of Houston Investigational Review Boards. 

 

Results: Baseline characteristics were similar between the traditional (n = 20) and alternative 

rounding (n = 56) models with the exception of a higher rate of heart failure patients (p = 0.005) 

in the traditional model (50%) vs the alternative rounding (18%). Overall, alternative rounding 

strategies had a higher number of patients evaluated by pharmacists, increased number of 

interventions, and a greater cost avoidance than the traditional model. There was no statistically 

significant effect on length of stay or 30 – day readmissions between the two groups. 

 

Conclusion: Pharmacists who actively round with internal medicine teams are associated with 

increased patient evaluations, pharmacotherapy interventions, and cost savings. Implementing 

alternative rounding strategies may be an effective method to increase patients’ access to care 

and increase the number of patients being seen by pharmacists. Advocating for the presence of a 

pharmacist on all medicine teams provides optimal continuity of patient care. 

 

Keywords: Teaching rounds, pharmacy administration, cost savings, clinical pharmacy service 
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Background 

 

Pharmacists are specialists in the science and clinical use of medications. They provide 

information and advice on health and perform a wide variety of clinical activities to optimize 

patient’s pharmacotherapy, such as medication reconciliation, discharge counseling, and dosing 

recommendations. Woods et al. reported that an estimated 75,000 hospitalizations per year were 

due to preventable adverse events in the United States (US), leading to 4,839 serious permanent 

injuries and 2,587 deaths.
1 

To optimize healthcare delivery and prevent errors, healthcare 

professionals, such as pharmacists, physicians, nurses, and physician assistants, must collaborate 

and work as a team. Effective communication and teamwork is critical to prevent patient harm.
2
 

 

To address medical errors, the Institute of Medicine report To Err is Human recommended 

engaging pharmacists in patient care teams to improve medication safety.
3-5

 Similarly, Kaboli et 

al. had conducted a systematic review of thirty-six studies on pharmacists’ interventions, 

including ten studies evaluating pharmacists’ participation on rounds, 11 medication 

reconciliation studies, and 15 on drug-specific pharmacist services.
 6

 This systematic review 

demonstrated that having pharmacists on medical teams produced positive outcomes for the 

patients.
 
 

 

Kucukarslan et al. investigated the impact of pharmacists on preventable adverse drug events 

(ADEs) in hospital general medicine units.
7 

This single-blinded controlled study had comparable 

sample size with 86 patients in the study group and 79 in the control group with similar baseline 

characteristics. Two clinical pharmacists provided clinical services, including rounding, 
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documenting pharmacotherapy history, and providing discharge counseling, from Monday to 

Friday 07:00 to 15:30. The patient to pharmacist ratio was 15:1. The pharmacists created their 

documentation form based on the literature. Their interventions included clarifying drug orders, 

providing drug information, recommending alternative therapy, identifying drug interactions, 

identifying “systems errors”, identifying drug allergies, approving non-formulary drugs, 

providing special order drugs, and identifying ADEs. Overall, the investigators reported that the 

teams with pharmacist involvement had a 78% reduction in preventable ADEs (P = 0.02) and 

reduced patients’ length of stay (LOS) by 1.4 days but LOS was not statistically significant. 

 

The Affordable Care Act which was passed in 2012 aims to focus on improving the patient care 

experience, improving health populations, and reducing per capita cost of health care.
8
 As a 

result, many institutions are motivated and pressured to reduce their 30-day readmission rates 

and length of stay. A common theme in healthcare today is to provide “more with less”, which 

involves providing optimal quality patient care despite having and utilizing fewer resources. The 

Michael E. Debakey Veteran Affairs Medical Center (MEDVAMC) encounters similar 

challenges. The MEDVAMC, an academic teaching institution, is one of the most complex VA 

medical centers in the country which provides care to over 130,000 veterans in southeast region 

of Texas. It has  359 acute care beds, 40-bed Spinal Cord Injury Center, 141-bed Community 

Living Center, and 18 pharmacy ambulatory care clinics. The institution dedicates up to 189 out 

of its acute care beds for internal medicine admissions. At the MEDVAMC, the demand for 

pharmacists by other healthcare professionals to perform clinical responsibilities has escalated 

over the years but resources allocated have not been able to allow a CPS for each inpatient team. 
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Many studies support the need of having a pharmacist on internal medicine teams. 
3-7, 9-10

 There 

is a lack of national guidance on clinical pharmacy benchmarking, such as pharmacist to patient 

ratio and optimal percentages of medication reconciliation performed by pharmacy staff. In 

addition, there is limited information on how pharmacists can manage patients on multiple 

teams. This study will offer new knowledge to the literature by exploring a different rounding 

modality to best maximize pharmacist’s potential and presence on multiple internal medicine 

teams. 

 

Objective 

To determine the effectiveness of alternative rounding strategies and to maximize the impact of 

patient-care focused pharmacists on multiple medicine teams. 

 

Specific Aims 

The primary outcome was to compare the number of interventions and number of patients 

followed by the pharmacists between two different rounding strategies. The secondary outcome 

was to compare cost avoidance and the types of interventions, and to evaluate the change in 

length of stay as well as the 30 – day readmission rate when comparing two different rounding 

strategies. 

 

Hypothesis 

Alternative rounding strategies will maximize the impact of pharmacists on multiple medicine 

teams by increasing number of patients evaluated by the pharmacists resulting in a greater 

number of interventions and higher cost avoidance.   
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Study Design: 

A retrospective cross-over study was utilized to evaluate alternative rounding strategies at a 

single institution from June 1
st
, 2014 to September 31

st
,2014. 

 

Methods: 

Pre-study Process 

Prior to the study, the traditional rounding model (TRM) included five internal medicine (IM) 

Clinical Pharmacy Specialists (CPSs), each of whom were responsible for two internal medicine 

teams. Each team could carry a census of up to 20 patients, which meant each pharmacist could 

be responsible for up to 40 patients on any given day. Generally, it was challenging for the IM 

CPSs to physically round with two teams daily due to conflicting rounding schedules. Therefore, 

CPSs physically rounded daily with their designated primary medicine team and checked in with 

their designated secondary teams post-rounds on a daily basis. Consultation services were 

provided on an as-needed basis for secondary teams, which included discharge counseling, drug 

information, medication reconciliation, anticoagulation monitoring, medication education, and 

dosing recommendations. 

 

Development of Rounding Strategies 

While attending hospital leadership meetings with other healthcare professionals, the demand for 

clinical pharmacy specialists to assume additional clinical responsibilities continued to echo 

throughout the organization. There were multiple requests by medical service attendings to have 

a CPS on their teams. However, limited resources are available to accommodate these requests. 
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Innovative solutions are needed to respond to the demand. To address these requests, the 

inpatient clinical manager and PGY-2 health system pharmacy administration resident 

collaborated with the IM CPS group to develop an alternative rounding model to assist 

pharmacists to manage patients on multiple medicine teams. After the inception of the alternative 

rounding strategy idea, the IM CPS group met biweekly in June 2014 to further develop the 

logistics and planning of the model.  

 

Initially, the alternative rounding model (ARM) was developed to allow the IM CPSs to 

physically round with their designated primary team on a daily basis with the exception of one 

day per week on a post-call day with their designated secondary team. It should be noted that 

since MEDVAMC is an academic institution, pharmacists often have residents on rotation. A 

one-month IM rotation is one of the core rotations at MEDVAMC and offered in August and 

September. The rotations were assigned to residents based on preceptor’s availability and 

residents’ annual rotation schedule; therefore, residents were randomly assigned to available 

preceptors. In order to not disrupt normal operations, which included resident training, ARM 

incorporated trainees as part of the model, with the goal to justify for more inpatient IM CPSs. 

For the first two weeks, the residents would spend time rotating with CPSs gain clinical 

knowledge and understand the workflow. Then, the residents served as the pharmacist for the 

designated primary team during the third and fourth week while the preceptors would closely 

follow and physically round with the designated secondary team for the remaining two weeks. 

 

Before implementation of the crossover study in August and September 2014, a pre-pilot was 

implemented in July 2014 to identify effective workflow and potential barriers. A biweekly 
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meeting was held to discuss challenges and improvement plans for the crossover study. In 

general, IM teams had night, day, and short calls. They could admit up to nine patients for night 

call and five patients for day and short calls. Currently, CPS coverage is available Monday 

through Friday 07:30 to 16:00.  From discussions with the IM CPSs, it was determined that night 

call days typically yield the most patients being admitted to the teams. However, some night 

calls could fall on a team’s weekend schedule; as a result, it was determined that the CPS would 

round with their designated secondary teams on either post-night or post-day calls, whichever 

fell on a week day (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Internal Medicine Call Schedule 

 Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun 

Week 1   D  S  N 

Week 2    D  S  

Week 3 N    D  S 

Week 4  N    D  

 

Implementation of a Cross-over Study for the Rounding Strategies 

After the training period in July, a cross-over study was designed for August and September 

2014. Four internal medicine CPSs were divided into two groups, those with and without 

pharmacy residents. In order to maintain consistency and decrease variability in rounding 

strategies, the fifth internal medicine CPS was not included in this study as one of their assigned 

teams is considered a “nontraditional” team consisting of an attending physician and two second-

year residents who admit patients on a daily basis. 
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The four IM CPSs and residents followed the alternative rounding model outlined above. On the 

third and fourth weeks, the IM CPSs would then round daily with the secondary team and the 

resident would stay on the primary team full-time. To maintain consistency of the study and 

allow IM CPSs to serve as their own controls in the study, investigators implemented ARM in 

two consecutive months, with and without residents. Starting in September, those who 

previously did not have residents would have residents, and the same strategy was implemented.  

Essentially, the investigators can separately compare the primary outcomes of IM CPSs and 

residents by month. 

 

Outcome Variables 

The study had two primary outcomes: comparing the number of interventions and number of 

patients followed by the pharmacists between the two different rounding strategies. Secondary 

outcomes included the cost of interventions, types of interventions, hospital and internal 

medicine length of stay based on admission and discharge date, and 30 – day readmission rate. 

Demographic information collected included primary discharge diagnosis, Charlson Comorbidity 

Index (CCI), patient’s name, unique identifier, age, ethnicity, gender, primary reason for 

readmission, and heart failure on problem list.  

 

Data collection 

Data collection was completed using the hospital’s electronic health record (Computerized 

Patient Record System also known as “CPRS”) and a clinical surveillance software. The 

surveillance software is utilized for the tracking of a wide variety of initiatives, such as 
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antimicrobial stewardship, healthcare-associated infections, patient safety, care coordination, and 

quality improvement. Pharmacists tracked inpatient clinical activities by utilizing the 

surveillance software to document interventions. Many interventions had a cost saving value, 

which was based on the literature (Appendix A). In general, it is understood that clinicians are 

likely to under-report their interventions. 
11

 For this study, researchers collected interventions for 

all patients under the care of CPSs and residents who covered the IM service. Due to the number 

of interventions and timeline restraints for data collection and analysis, investigators utilized data 

from the top 5 days of interventions and extrapolated for a month (20 days) to account for 

weekday coverage provided by IM CPSs since they are unable to provide weekend coverage at 

this time. A spreadsheet was created to capture patient workload and interventions by months for 

both CPS and residents (Appendix B). To ensure feasible data collection and timely completion 

of the study, from the total patient population collected above, a random sampling method was 

utilized to sample documented patients from the top 5 reporting days for CPSs and residents, 

selecting one patient per top 5 reporting day. Baseline characteristics, length of stay, and 30-day 

readmission rates were calculated using the sample patient population to compare outcomes 

between the two rounding strategies. 

 

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

The study included all patients on eight IM teams from June 1, 2014 to September 31, 2014. We 

excluded patients who were less than 18 years of age, those who had two or more levels of 

advanced care during hospitalization, or those who had missing data to calculate Charlson 

Comordity Index (CCI) scores. Patients who were transferred between two or more levels of 

advanced care were excluded because their clinical outcomes may not be directly attributed to 
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IM pharmacists’ interventions due to multiple variables in care and acuity during the hospital 

stay. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

SPSS software was utilized for statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics, Chi-Square tests, and T-

tests were used to analyze baseline characteristics and compare number of patients, the number 

of interventions, and cost savings. To control for other confounding variables, regression was 

performed to evaluate length of stay (LOS) and 30 – day readmission rates between the two 

rounding models. Linear regression was used to analyze LOS and logistic regression was utilized 

to compare differences for 30 – day readmission rates. For the regression models, the 

confounding variables included rounding models, primary discharge diagnosis, CCI, age, 

ethnicity, and the presence of heart failure on the patient’s problem list. Investigators did not 

control for gender as the majority of patients were male. The results were considered statistically 

significant when p-value was less than 0.05. 

 

Results: 

For the sample patient population, 80 patients were assessed for eligibility and four were 

excluded. One patient had been in two levels of advanced care during their hospital stay and 

three were missing CCI calculations. Overall, 76 patients met criteria to be included in the study 

for analyzing data (Table 2). Overall, the patient population consisted of mainly white males who 

were an average age of 68 years old, which is representative of the veteran population across the 

US. Overall, the two models were well matched except there were more heart failure patients in 

the traditional (50%) model than the alternative model (18%) (p = 0.005). 
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Table 2. Patient Baseline Characteristics 

Characteristic 

Traditional 

Rounding (n = 20) 

Alternative 

Rounding (n = 56) P – value 

Male 20 (100%) 53 (95%) 0.56 

Ethnicities   0.20 

White 10 (50%) 37 (66%) -- 

Other 10 (50%) 19 (34%) -- 

Mean age 

(age range) 68 (50 – 87) 68 (23 – 96) 0.99 

Heart Failure 10 (50%) 10 (18%) 0.005 

 

Overall, there were no statistically significant differences between the two models for CCI (p = 

0.31) and primary diagnoses on admission (p = 0.98) (Table 3). Cardiovascular diseases included 

heart failure, angina, and acute myocardial infarction. The pulmonary category mainly consisted 

of chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD). Infectious diseases composed a wide variety 

of infections, such as cellulitis, osteomyelitis, Clostridium difficile infection, pneumonia, and 

sepsis. Overall, the baseline characteristics were similar between the two models. 
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Table 3. Baseline Characteristics of Disease Severity and Primary Diagnosis on Admission 

Characteristic 

Traditional Rounding  

(n=20) 

Alternative Rounding 

(n=56) P – value 

Charlson 

Comorbidity Index 

(mean ± SD) 5.4 ± 2.6 4.5 ± 3.3 0.31 

Primary Diagnosis on 

Admission   0.98 

Cardiovascular 4 (20%) 8 (14%) -- 

Pulmonary 1 (5%) 3 (5%) -- 

Infectious 

Diseases 7 (35%) 25 (45%) -- 

Other 8 (40%) 20 (36%) -- 

 

For the primary outcome, the ARM had a greater number of patients followed by the pharmacists 

and a higher number of interventions than the TRM (Figure 1). Interventions and workload were 

categorized by CPS and residents. CPSs were projected to evaluate 528 patients in the traditional 

model and 646 and 612 patients, with ARM during month one and two respectively. They 

documented 376 to 692 more interventions per month with the ARM than the TRM. With 

pharmacy residents who served as extra full time equivalents (FTEs) for the ARM for two weeks 

during the month they were with CPS on rotations, they evaluated on average 250 patients per 

month with an average of 750 documented interventions with ARM. 
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Figure 1. CPS and Residents: Interventions and Workload 

 

 

Figure 2. CPS and Residents: Cost Avoidance 

 

Reviewing the CPSs and residents separately, CPSs had an estimate of $700,000 and $500,000 

of cost avoidance respectively per ARM month comparing to an estimate of $460,000 (Figure 2). 
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Residents had an average of $278,000 in cost avoidance per ARM month. As expected with 

higher number of patients and interventions, it is expected to see higher cost avoidance. 

Therefore, the authors looked at the cost avoidance per patient for both the ARM and the TRM. 

On average, CPSs had $950 per patient and residents had $1,125 per patient for alternative 

model compare to $881 for the traditional model (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. CPS and Residents: Cost Avoidance Per Patient 

 

In addition, the authors stratified different interventions into seven categories including the five 

rights of medication administration, anticoagulation, education/medication review, antibiotic 

stewardship, pharmacokinetic/monitoring, safety, and other miscellaneous categories (Appendix 

C).  Overall, the ARM had a higher number of interventions in all categories, with the greatest 

number in education/medication review and pharmacokinetic/monitoring (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Types of Interventions 

 

 

From baseline characteristics, there was no statistically significant difference between IM LOS 

(p = 0.42) and hospital LOS (p = 0.49) as well as 30 – day readmission rate (p = 0.34) (Table 3).  

Controlling for confounding variables using regression models, authors found no difference in 

IM LOS (p = 0.10) and hospital LOS (p = 0.12) as well as no difference in 30 – day readmission 

rate (p = 0.836). 
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Table 3: Baseline Characteristics of Secondary Outcomes 

Characteristic 

Traditional 

Rounding 

(n = 20) 

Alternative 

Rounding 

(n = 56) P – value 

Internal Medicine LOS 

(mean ± SD) 6.1 ± 4.3 7.2 ± 7.5 0.42 

Hospital LOS 

(mean ± SD) 6.7 ± 4.8 7.7 ± 8.1 0.49 

Readmission within 30 

days 6 (30%) 11 (20%) 0.34 

 

Discussion: 

This is the first study, to our knowledge, that evaluates alternative rounding strategies to assist 

pharmacists in accommodation of multiple medicine teams. Overall, when compared to the 

traditional model, the alternative rounding strategies had higher number of patients evaluated by 

pharmacists and number of interventions, especially with education, medication review, and 

pharmacokinetic/monitoring categories. In addition, the alternative rounding model resulted in 

greater cost avoidance than the traditional model.  

 

As with Kucukarslan’s study regarding LOS and readmissions, authors found that there was not 

statistically significant effect on LOS and 30 – day readmissions.
7 

Given the limited time over 

which this study was conducted as well as the small sample size, we did not expect to see a 

statistically significant difference in the length of stay and 30 – day readmission rate. If it was a 
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larger study with more patients and longer time periods, there may be a significant difference in 

LOS and 30 – day readmission rate.  

 

In addition, many factors play a role in LOS and 30 – day readmissions that may confound any 

significant difference gained by the ARM, which the authors may not have accounted for in this 

study. One of the potential reasons may be due to a delay in transitions of care as the hospital 

serves as a holding place for patients who do not have transportation or placement when they 

would otherwise be discharged from the hospital. In addition, many new medical trainees started 

their training in July. Unfamiliarity with the hospital system and transition of care processes may 

have contributed to longer than expected lengths of stay.   

 

Some limitations to this study include lack of standardization among pharmacists for 

documentation and the Hawthorne effect. In general, both CPSs and residents had different 

practices, in which some documented daily, weekly, or immediately after discharges. 

Investigators intentionally did not control for differences in documentation practices due to the 

desire to emulate real life practice. Coincidentally, it is possible that pharmacists increased their 

documentation practice due to the fact that they were aware that they were being studied with an 

implementation of a new model. However, Boardman and Fitzpatrick conducted an 

observational study with 16 pharmacists in four acute hospitals with the primary outcome of 

looking at percentage of pharmacist interventions recorded. They found that three-fourths of the 

pharmacists checked over 80% of patient drug charts and 68% of pharmacist activities were 

making interventions; however, pharmacists recorded only 31% of those interventions. The study 

above mirrored similarly with clinical practice as many clinicians stated that they documented 
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some of what they considered to be major interventions but not all of their interventions. As a 

result, when the study utilized the top five days and extrapolated the data for a month, it may 

accurately reflect pharmacist activities since current documentations did not truly mirror actual 

workload. 

 

Other limitation consists of limited financial impact data for selected interventions and varied 

years of experiences among pharmacists. There were interventions that did not have associated 

financial data, such interventions that involved pain management, the wrong route of a 

medication, and inappropriate duration of therapy. These interventions may have impacted 

patient outcomes depending on how severe the disease state, but authors could not quantify the 

financial implications. In addition, the variability in years of experience may affect the number 

of interventions and patients being seen as some CPSs had been in practice for five years while 

residents had only been in practice for two to three months. However, even with limited length of 

clinical experience, our findings suggest that residents contributed positively to IM teams, patient 

care and the cost avoidance.  

 

Conclusion: 

Pharmacists on rounding teams are associated with increased patient evaluations, 

pharmacotherapy interventions, and cost savings. Implementing alternative rounding strategies 

may be an effective method to increase patients’ access to care and increase the number of 

patients being seen by pharmacists. Based on the alternative rounding model utilized in this 

study, future research could be done to evaluate its impact on the Hospital Consumer Assessment 

of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) scores and employee satisfaction, which 
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include stakeholders who are involved on internal medicine team rounds such as providers, staff 

nurses, and other mid-level practitioners. In addition, the MEDVAMC currently seeks different 

strategies to optimize care for patients with pneumonia, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

(COPD), and HF. Therefore, establishing pharmacy clinical teams that focus on these high risk 

patients and evaluating the impact on LOS and 30 – day readmission rates may be needed to 

maximize pharmacists’ presence and optimize patient therapy. Overall, advocating for the 

presence of the presence of a pharmacist on all medicine teams provides optimal continuity of 

patient care. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A: Interventions and Cost Avoidance Per Intervention 

Interventions Averaged Per Savings 

Drug Interactions $   1,647.00 

ADE/Allergy Prevented $   1,375.00 

Antibiotic With Intervention $   1,188.00 

Dose Adjustment $   1,188.00 

Renal dose adjustment $   1,188.00 

Wrong Dose $   1,188.00 

Additional Drug Required $   1,106.00 

Medication Expired $   1,106.00 

Contraindication $   1,098.00 

Discontinue Medication Not Indicated $       724.00 

Wrong Drug $       724.00 

No indication- PRN orders $       724.00 

Discharge Med Rec $       350.00 

Admission Med Rec $       350.00 

Medication Reconcilliation $       350.00 

Anticoagulation with intervention $       338.00 

Antibiotic streamlining $       214.00 
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Interventions Averaged Per Savings 

Therapeutic Duplication $     165.00 

Drug Information $     153.00 

Lab Review $     153.00 

Medication Education $     153.00 

Vancomycin consult $     153.00 

Antibiotic Without Intervention $     100.00 

Documented Non-VA Meds $        76.00 

Recommend Labs $        76.00 

IV to PO $        50.00 

Formulary Recommendation $        48.00 

Anticoagulation without intervention $               - 

Pain Management Adjustment $               - 

Therapeutic Recommendation - initiate therapy $               - 

Nonformulary Drug Approval $               - 

NF Request Denied $               - 

Wrong Route $               - 

Inappropriate duration $               - 

MentalH Med review $               - 
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Appendix B: Patient Workload, Interventions, and Cost Savings 

Name Number of 

Documented Patients 

Types of Interventions 

IM CPS 1   

June  Number of Interventions * Cost Per 

Intervention 

“” 

August  

September  

Resident 1   

August  Number of Interventions * Cost Per 

Intervention 

IM CPS 2   

June  Number of Interventions * Cost 

Per Intervention August  

September  

Resident 2   

September  Number of Interventions * Cost Per 

Intervention 
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Appendix C: Categories of Intervention Types 

5 Rights of 

Medication 

Administration Anticoagulation Infectious Diseases PK/Monitoring 

Inappropriate duration 

Anticoagulation with 

intervention 

Antibiotic 

streamlining Lab Review 

IV to PO 

Anticoagulation 

without intervention 

Antibiotic With 

Intervention Recommend Labs 

Wrong Dose 

 

Antibiotic Without 

Intervention 

Renal dose 

adjustment 

Wrong Drug Vancomycin consult Dose Adjustment 

Wrong Route 

   

 

Other Safety Education/Medication Review 

Formulary Recommendation ADE/Allergy Prevented Medication Expired Medication Education 

MentalH Med review Contraindication 

Additional Drug 

Required 

Medication 

Reconciliation 

NF Request Denied 

Discontinue Medication 

Not Indicated Admission Med Rec 

Therapeutic 

Recommendation - 

initiate therapy 

Nonformulary Drug 

Approval 

Documented Non-VA 

Meds Discharge Med Rec Drug Information 

Pain Management 

Adjustment Drug Interactions 

 

No indication- PRN orders Therapeutic Duplication 
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